
WHITE LAKE SCHOOL 
REMEDIATION PLAN  

(This document may be amended as new information becomes available-we will keep everyone updated of any changes) 

 Busing Food Halls Instruction Visitors 
Phase 1: 

“Normal” 
no in-school 

exposure  
or cases 

-Families grouped together 
-Load Buses Back to Front in 
morning 

-Temp. Checks Upon loading 
-Masks required if unable to 
socially distance 

-Afternoon route load bus 
according to drop off ex. 1st 
off sit in front seat, etc. 

-Bus cleaned after each route 

-Normal Lunches 
-Social Distance as  
much possible in 
lunchroom (PreK, K, 1)  

-Staggered Lunch 
times 

-Grades 2-12 Eat in 
classrooms 

-Facemasks required 
through lunch line 

-Masks required 
-Social Distance 
 as much possible 
-Traffic Stay to    
right 

-Single File 
-Staggered Release 
-Water Fill stations 
will be utilized-no 
fountains 

-At home health checks for temperature and 
symptoms(Screening Checklist provided)  

-Temp check when enter  
 **If sick, stay home! We want to be able to be in 

school and can only do that with responsible 
reporting and staying home when ill. 

-Masks highly encouraged but not mandatory for 
students or staff when in classrooms 

-Normal Instruction for all classes with Social 
distancing as much as possible 

-Begin year training students and utilizing Google 
Classrooms  

-All lessons will be recorded in Google Classrooms 

*allowed 
-limited  
with Temp 
check and 
COVID 
symptoms 
-Masks 
required 

 

Phase 2: 
“In School 

limited 
exposure” 

(follow SDDOH 
guidance) 

-Follow Phase 1 Remediation 
-If Exposures/Close Contacts 
ride bus, the identified route 
will be shut down for 
SDDOH recommended time 
frame.  

 

-Follow Phase 1 
 Remediation 

-Follow Phase 1  
Remediation 

-Follow Phase 1 Remediation 
-Increase Communication with families 
-Inform/Train parents regarding expectations for 
Level 3-Distance Learning Platform 

-Calling tree will be utilized for communication 
with families of Phase Changes 

 

*shut down 
to all non-
essential 
visitors and 
vendors 
-masks 
required 

Phase 3: 
Virtual Platform 

“significant 
exposure” 

(follow SDDOH 
guidance) 

-N/A -Meal Pick-up 
Enacted 

-Sign up by week 
-Set time for pick-up 
-Meals delivered by 
bus to identified 
locations 

N/A -Complete Distance Learning Procedures with 
teacher instruction 

-Daily face-face interaction with students through 
Google Classrooms will be available  

-Minimum Weekly Communication with student 
-Correspondence between student/teacher 
addressed within 24 hours during school week. 

-Teacher availability during normal school times 
7:45am-3:45pm 

-Weekly lesson plans supplied to Principal 

N/A 

 


